




HOW TO ACCESS
The general public accesses the venue through the gates on Corso Giovanni Agnelli (North, South,  
and West sectors) and Corso Galileo Ferraris (East sector). At the entrance, it is necessary to show  
the admission ticket, which must be carried at all times. The gates open two hours before matches start,  
at 9:30 am for the day session and at 4:30 pm for the evening session. However, on November 20, the 
gates open at 2:00 pm. 
Once spectators access the venue, they can move freely between the Pala Alpitour and the Fan Village. 
During the evening session, visitors are required to wear a bracelet that will be delivered at the gate. 
For ticket holders of both sessions, spectators can collect the bracelet already in the morning by using 
the fast track double session entrance.

FOOD & BEVERAGE
Spectators can choose between the refreshment points in the Pala Alpitour and in the food court of the 
Fan Village (Fiorfood Coop - The restaurant by La Credenza, Baladin, Alice Pizza, Antica Focacceria San 
Francesco, I Love Poke, Pastificio Defilippis, Poormanger and Rossorubino).

VIABILITY
The Pala Alpitour can be reached by private vehicles, taxis and public transports. Tram lines 4 and 10 
can be used free of charge by ticket holders (both digital and paper tickets). During the event, parking 
areas around the Pala Alpitour delimited by the blue lines are at a discounted rate of 8 euros.  
In addition, there is a segway and bike parking in Piazzale Grande Torino. 

FAN VILLAGE
The Fan Village is located in front of the Pala Alpitour, with an indoor space of over 3,600 square meters 
divided into an area dedicated to Partners, a food court, and an entertainment zone. After the matches, 
the afternoon session spectators are allowed to enter to the Fan Village even during the evening session. 
The Fan Village is open to the public - also without ticket - all day on November 12 and 20 and only after 
9:00 pm on November 13 to 19 (in these days the venue does not close before midnight or at least one 
hour after the end of the last match). 

WHAT TO BRING 
It is recommended to arrive at the Pala Alpitour carrying only essential items.  
It is not allowed to carry suitcases, bags, blunt objects, long-tipped umbrellas, water bottles, 
dangerous or flammable materials, helmets, weapons or explosives inside the Pala Alpitour.  
Spectators can use the luggage storage available in Piazzale Grande Torino,  
located near the main entrance.
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